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Thursday, 9th June

1:10 pm

THE FIRST CLASSIFIED COPY OF THE BEGINNING
ADONI SPEAKS
Greetings, Seila. Can you take yourself away from the other
book, or rather, rough draft stage of the second book of the series
by our St. Germaine and Gyeorgos Hatonn, in order to contemplate
my next words?
This will be a sequence writing. By this we mean, I, as a
representative of the Affiliation of the National Archetypes of Drama
Unfolded, will be working closely with you and Reni to ensure not
one iota be stretched or misplaced. Reni will feel a sense of right
manufacturing of any and all diagrams or portions thereof. Please
prepare and classify this short speech as the first classified copy of
the beginning. Selah. Mark sequence to begin at 1:16 pm this day.
Adoni.
Justin Taylor, who is world-renown in pyramidal circles, both, in
this galaxy as well as that of the Andromeda Sector, did well to
evaluate in essence the applicational factor of the pyramidal
equational value of itself.
Technicalities do not matter nor are they affiliated with the
draught of less loosely stated nuances of truth. Application hereof
fulfilled. Diagram begin and, of course, not to forget all things are
built arranged in their contextual form or design of being Galaxy
Class. Then it is state of the art to you Ones.
Selah. Break now, Seila, for we have obtained a beginning.
Hatonn awaits your services. God bless. Adoni, the "I AM"
ESSENCE OF THE ELEMENT OF BROKEN TIME. Signing off at
1:37 pm.
Friday, 17th June 1994

11:08 pm

Pyramidal structure is determined not only by graphs, but by the

weight capacity upon each stone, no matter its circumference. Due
to lack of significant restructuring technologies, a multitude of
weight factors have been embossed in the dimensional altitude of
the reinforced beam semi-structure at its implicit beginning.
Now, if you are so inclined, we will proceed to elaborate in a
rather more detailed outlying fashion as to the insurmountable
duty of the excavator and all its tedious accomplishments. As one is
made fully aware, undoubtedly the question arises concerning the
rise of the pyramid from the bare foundations of its Earthly
guardian.
Construction actually began in the latitude of equational success
among the uninitiated; had begun at the sequence of pyramidal
guidance through the tendencies of overted technical practice. The
point was made and held intact as to the further implementation of
covered terrain - that one pronounced faculty of discovery by those
of a similar nature and indeed background, disparaged.
The trappings of the intricately designed forthcoming machinery
in its pronounced ideology with concerns meant to induce lack of
consideration within those dark wastes lain so barren - do we
disparage among the poor and enlightened of those their days
bygone, that as wanderers they did so instead subject themselves
to the well-being of each and every pyramidal structure they
accomplished at random and held at bay at other times?
But finally those giant tomb-like devices subjected their
efficiency to the Capstone of All Integrity - the ARK - the very
essence of itself in all its coveted egotistical expression. And albeit,
the great henchmen of the contriving "few" have left in array the
sufferings of the epochs and the underlying nations - for as
pyramidal expression is bought, it cannot evolve nor can it be
stated in ambience toward its founders, its prime directors, those
Beings, who did not question the subjugation of the influence to
reign over the masses.
In conclusion, the point brought forth in specific style-like
fashion did always try to elude or compliment the intrical journey
through the great darkened abyss of the super-conscious structure.
Through that broadened timepiece of optical illusion, as seen and

experienced through and within the mind of minds - the lost and
d(r)eaded subconscious equivalent to the Deutschmein's own
dreary accomplishments, Herr Meister!
With all conclusions somewhat drawn at this time, we close with
a foretaste of the impenetrable Capstone of "National Defence" - the
blockbuster of them all.
The Capstone sees and is held by its own capabilities as no less
than a military manufactured F2 weapon. It is kept somewhat
intact at the top of the pyramid, aligning itself with the methods
only subjected and adhered to by other civilians of the tactical age.
Forbid, the time is late and is a definitely involved segment of
universal history, the hierarchy of which is contoured and
subjected to statuses of and/or equivalency, with or without
implicit gain.
Close for now, Seila, and once again prepare yourself, as you
realign to another of our frequencies at another time. Good night,
please. Germain introducing to the front stage Adoni and Group in
its dynasty. (11:52 pm).
Monday, 20th June 1994

3:19 pm

The destiny of man is compiled of nuances of interdimensional
activity, alluding only as far as the conjunction of further
reproaches on his own part, according to the overall plan of his
being, his own separate identity, which, of course, is intertwined
with his own soul place.
Do we need allowance for the intricacies of man's destiny vs. his
virtue within the confines of these our texts? Most certainly so, as
each and every particle belonging to the sincere progress of each
individual being is thusly charted by inscription, and is therefore in
compliance with the individual rules. We, as each One, do adhere
to in compliant demand, which had been wrought upon the nations
throughout the aspicable eons of the time-dimensional factor.
We hereby list unto ourselves the placement of the adjoining
playboys of iniquity through the time balance continuum. You see,

dear Ones, each ingredient is fundamental to its usefulness and
design of context. Savvy? It is really not as complicated as all that.
Germain turning application over the hand to our Adoni.
Greetings, dear friends and those of the more pointedly elitist
viewpoint! It matters not, of course, what route you take in
your mind discovery, for if it is the wrong one it avails you
naught in the far end and will therefore undoubtedly call for
your select choice of other foundational apparitions in which
to base your lives in relation to your everyday contemporary,
ageless, evolutionary, dimensional progress. And all these
matters of Man's, even individual man's histories are so thusly
engraved, nay, even compiled within the very atoms of pyramidal
antiquity of successful evolutionary planning.
Construction indeed! You are today functioning in a somewhat
liberated fashion, with that clause - are you not? Wish not at all!
Is it some surprise? Your structures bend and are thus so pliable
in consideration to the fault line which runs underneath, and with
each day of the week opens a slit or two at its components so
designed in manufacturing this cause. You could indeed learn
something from our own builders, who at what altitude, they justify
themselves in which to work, do hereby highlight their contextual
design of foundation, texture appliance, equational dimensional
sphere attuned relays, and then the great weight factor dimensional
rift!
Now that is a new one to some, but though you come close to
understanding, it will nevertheless not come close to performing it.
Application is more of a necessity requirement than you might
think!
Break for ten, please, Seila, and a meeting for We Three will be
called shortly. Avail yourself, please, for our input. Record time as
being 3:50 pm.
Monday, 20th June 1994

4:04 pm

MEETING REGARDING BOOKS
We have decided amongst ourselves after strict contemplation

and review of the situation at hand in your dimension, that one
other will be brought into your sphere to give a lift to the design of
method of printing, preparation and distribution. You will hereby
accept, please, to allow the manufacturing of books to be subheaded under the "Article of Faith," which has, in all probability,
one of the few documents not tampered with {fully} to this day.
We are pleased with the rate of speed, that these selected texts
are being put together. And complete confidentiality will need be
required in the future with the application of design within the texts
as they hit "closer to home", so to speak. This will conclude this
first-book recorded instructional meeting. Not all meetings will be
recorded in their full informational packet. Present to Reni and give
please, Seila, our fondest thanks to him.
Concluded this portion at 4:35 pm. Your Co-workers, the Team:
Adoni, Lord Germain and Lord Master Teacher Sananda.
4:56 pm

Please continue now at your convenience during the remainder
of the evening with Book Three (now Volume Five - Editor), as we
call it amongst Ourselves, Seila. New heading: "Winter Deemed
Inappropriate."
WINTER DEEMED INAPPROPRIATE
Winter climate not predominant to upholding structures of giant
constructional dimension due to frost melting factor at beginning of
each cleansing season. It is rather well thought-of to build, or
rather construe, any like construction in places of arid plateau
sequences regardless of planet availability. Jupiter was a marked
Planet along with its spacious and hardened textured surfaces. We
did adhere to all the regulations of pyramidal compliances deemed
as a necessity in its forebodence of design, equipped in the making
of the evolutionary abyss of the structure: the Darkened Egotistical
Whims of Mankind in its 3rd Evolvement.
Truly the greatest pyramidal structure ever known and never
proven to be as well equipped as man himself is the very essence of

the Temple which houses the soul. Undoubtedly it is superficial to
even begin to think you could hope to understand these
complexities put forth by us, your Brethren.
Not so!
All
information which is truth is indeed placed within the perimeters of
the life structure itself and needs only to be taken off the shelf of
doomsday along with its misplaced antiquated formulae and
addressed thusly - not as supposition - but rather as a fruitful
compliance with civilization vs. the law.
It is indeed mindful of its arbitrary gang foes in the remainder of
their remembrance. Nay, winter will not do, for it indeed in all its
beautiful essence does naught to contribute to the furthestmost
posting of universal worth with concerns to insufferable
climatational changes and indeed occurrences subject yet, and still
only as far as the whims of man destiny toward another.

HELL IS ALWAYS SELF-MADE!
Propaganda is a self-proclaimed truth concept held to and
handed down throughout the playing out of the nation's at war
work! Destined? Nay, naught ye for a second. Only worth and
contrivities are yet engraved with the tomb of life within the ego Soul Stasis of the Pyramidal Ploy. Are ye as such? Written there
upon the great Archives of Time in proportionate drifting,
manufactured at a rate to be cured by the propagation, not so
much of others, but, yea, by that of your own self-evolution.
What then say ye to this? "What is propagation?" Is it indexed
throughout time, or is indeed it met with such utter quarantine,
that even the Pyramids themselves have forced rejection within
the Law of the Creation to enforce naught the sublime
naughtiness of the rejected effort of man onto those of a rather
PERFECTING OF NATURE?
I AM JUNO FELICEE.
The last quotation in its "Perfecting of Nature" doth so intend to
reflect the capricious unity, which doth command purity of
intention and integrity of the righteous and most serious of

the contemporary evolutionists. Saddened are we to say that few
fit this bill. Albeit, if by circumstance we were to endure the
Epochs but sometime a time in the future longer, then more,
perchance, would avail themselves at the Door of Light with
permission to thusly enter, and with Ourselves avail themselves
accordingly to work with and within.
GERMAIN out for the day. Adoni present to continue
transpiration. Break, Little One, and have fun. We are again
pleased with your sincerity of thought toward us and of our
dedication toward these final writings of this period. To enhance is
polyglyphic - always keep that in mind. God bless each one, as
you Ones oft put it. Selah, Seila Dear! Adoni out. (5:34 pm).
6:15 pm

The success of the structuring of each instrumental panel so set
inside the apex of the second tier dimensional rift is oft conceded to
fluctuate in its other-workings of interludes into Hyperspace
Contractual Formulas. Remember those superior landing bases?
Well, the designs so embedded in the limestone as severe
contours - our intricate and playfully designed runways - were
all monitored at large through our base material "towers," as
you may put it: our form of cockpit displacement station for
landing - run by transmutational process through the
instrumental panels of the pyramids.
Surprise for you all, is it? Is it then so very far out? Think for
yourselves! This is a conclusive title directed from within the Ebb of
Reliance.
The symmetrical structure adjacent to the concurrent semistructured base does adhere to all loyalties of dimensional warp
interludes. In other words we do say, that it is with great posturing,
that wherewith we ourselves do with intent hinder and obstruct,
obscure the workings or accomplishments of the "few" so
destined to employ their devices in much devious ways upon
the planktons of Earth in and during her vibrational sequented
qualities. Continue with new paragraph, please.
To date has always been thusly thought upon in relation to the

most elemental feature of the grub upon the hands and knees of
time. Here we do employ within the stature of elemental conduct
the more necessitated of conjectured thinking due to the novice,
impaired upon the plateau of his mind.
If these concepts do to appear as somewhat out of place, nay,
elaborated upon, then albeit. The very existence of his mind would
be rather lost in a somewhat most undignified manner as known to
the human race at this given time.
Space is not only the conjecture of mind vibration, which,
when joined or connected with the equilibrium of the inner
ear which is the soul of the mind (not to be mixed up with the
commonplace soul of the heart), doth in effect serve in
conjuncture with the many minds, which do herewith improve
upon that expansion by the stretching or upward pulling upon
the 7th to 12th chakras of the mind.
These truths or methods, as you will, were once long-sought
after, as the Masters and Master Teachers, of which here is
somewhat a difference untold, do and did to always contrive to fulfil
within limits of human destiny the wishes and evolution of those
certain Ones within our group, who had so progressed to the point
of capacity of knowledge, touching the window of the higher
wisdom.
Break now please, Reni, for we do notice your hand grows weary
of this somewhat accelerated activity. We are forever grateful for
your perseverance towards the cause, which is now known to us as
being of your ilk as well as to our interests.
I am in my essences known to you as One of the Highest, and
will herewith change to heretofore please be known and called by
one singular name: I am ADONAI. Selah. Please remember to
record all time sequence todate. (7:50 am).
DICTATION IS INDEED KNOWN AND UNDERSTOOD BY
OURSELVES AS A MANUFACTURING COMPONENT OF A ONE
TRUTHE FORM.
ADONAI out.

Wednesday, 22nd June 1994

10:40 pm

GRAPHITE SUBSTANCE
Graphite symbolizes the extension of the applicable workings of
the minor (Maynr) contributions in their network of technical
symbolizations. Graphite is also a heavy duty inlay of contour
devices laid or set into the rock face. Those who so wish to sojourn
in the land of the textiles are more than apt to find within
themselves a textured quality, so to speak, which, in its absence of
true destination, is found to be somewhat unequal in its
applicational methods perchance in regards to the creaming of the
crop.

Thursday, 23rd June 1994

12:50 am

NEXT DESTINY: EGYPT
Circumference is sequenced to the poly-dimension of the
nocturnal factor (is conclusive to 4th-dimension factor as well) of
the 4th power to the 2nd stage setting.
Behold the wondrous tools we develop! Sojourn a while in our
company and you will negate to present unto yourselves for the
prime benefit in promoting historical fact. Assess now on your
behalf the need so taken to successfully necessitate the factorial
and true dimensional qualities. What we have done through
computer-based products has indeed contrived to alleviate any
fictitious presence of the thwarted blueprint dilemma. We do
acknowledge, of course, that some of our greatest accomplishments
have oft permitted the compliance of using nuclear physics to
expand upon concurrent linear functions.
The graphite, which so upholds the static in the Earth surface, is
the same and does contribute to the effectual planning of the
stationary contrivances perceived by you as solid rock face.
Understand ye yet? Nuances of the space directory have come
home in their first stage performing act. You see calculations
galore at your insistence upon the frailties of our perceived

dimensional structures win
circumference equivalences.

about

with

the

rectangular

Dimensional input, please! If you take, dear Ones, 265 deg. of
input, connect that to the stationary doubt-factor 5 RG's, you have
in essence almost placed within your system the contrivities of an
almost pure methodical form. This formula is highly concurrent
and least respected among the foes of its applicational boundaries.
Break now, for the hour is truly late. Record all time in its
essence. (1:02 am). ADONAI plays it forthright in the I AM quality.
Selah.
A benched report hinders none the less the purity of a free
spirit. Truth in its Essence is GERMAIN.

PYRAMIDAL IN NATURE - JULY 4, 1994
Structural composition of the intermediate as well as immediate
block sets well in the medial interlocking structure of the
hemisphere of the gopher tradition. With the exploration of these
set gopher holes of a three foot by three in nature (though we have
seen to it that the five by five foot structural holes have reached the
component styles of the arbitrary influx of the aspiring student) of
the dramatics of complimentary nature of typified structure.
Posturing in the eclipse of the course of action accredited to the
forerunner of the soluble epic was the setting down of formulated
equivalent components of eutheranium and granite mixed with
sulphur-endowed granite composite.
Here we do advise the
student of physiology to calculate according to the mass vs. texture
of substance in its applicable form and compile it in the modulum
of anthracited area of position. In other words, if you find this
method too much in the complex mode then we suggest you just
listen. Application is 1/10th of the fulfilment of criteria of the downmoded epath. 9/10th of the law of physics is relayed to the
infrastructure, application and design module. Period.
In their equivalent structure with components intact, in their

intrical design with molecular components in place, structurally
speaking, we do now put before you an accomplishment of the
actual interfacing of the infrastructure itself for the motivation of
procuring an edifice of solutions in their full composition art form.
Mega Reality - that is so often what we have given the name for
"High Treason" in the fourth dimension equivalent. Sources
unknown, but with antiquated reason have nevertheless not
delayed the continuum of its required activity due to the
extroverted activity due to the process of the natural orderly flow of
the material context of the equational pyramidal factor.
I am sure also, that language of a much sought-after
simplicity in structural design would serve to enhance your
much sought-after activity of performance. This is, of course,
one of the reasons we do so strive to rather cloud the words
and concepts away from your full understanding.
WE
UNDERSTAND ONLY TOO WELL THE WONDERFUL FORMS OF
ABEYANCE YOU PASS ON TO ONE ANOTHER WHILE ENGAGED
IN THE WORK OF ADVISORY ATTAINMENTS TO ADHERE TO
THE MOLESTATION OF ONE OR ANOTHER OF OUR WORKS OF
ART.
With the epitome of destruction upon each of the minds of the
forefathers of your race - at least the way it stands now, which was
not always the way in which it was - has heavily attributed to the
decadence of the outlaying sanctimonious structural design of the
ephemy and its well deserved countenances, which in token effect
did desire the more recognition that had previously been given to
them.
Adieu and Adieu, as the air clears of the dross. ADONAI, the I
AM FACTOR OF TODAY AND ITS EPISODES OF DARKNESS VS.
LIGHT. (6:22 pm).

Sunday, 10th July 1994

2:03 pm

Most honourable greetings do we extend toward your kind, Seila,
for the hour of exactness within the beautified texture, within and
being of the firmament, does in all its beauty unfolding justly

compare to the completeness of our entreaty with you.
ready to proceed.

ADONAI

THE CARICATURES OF THE PYRAMID ELUSIVE
The state of any mansion depends entirely upon its equational
value, and this must match with its much sought-after
disintegrating value of proximity. In completeness of any such
elusiveness stands a point of exactness, where time matches
weight, mass and volume. Understand please, ye Ones, that this is
not to be read as chicken scratch - or in my correction duly noted considered as chicken-feed! It is simply above most of your heads.
Equate the royal root of pi 4 SAT = vol 3 MIN 6 pi R2 W 62'-1/7"
latitude and that is but a foretaste of the extremities of a sure
compound mixture of one grain, necessary for the gluing
proportionate measures necessary to compound the fermented
structural compounds together. In many other terms we simply
allude to the fact that even Einstein in all his perforated glory could
not have possibly even wondered at the magnificence of the
structural realm of equational components and their properties! So
giving you formula for this sanctified type of rock-like structure
would prove to be somewhat elusive to even the best of your kind
and a waste of time on our part.
But we do intend on proceeding with enough information to
pique your fancy and leaving you with a charming institution of
praise, such as the wonder chemical reactions you purport to have
for the fundamental continued stasis of your cryptic mummies, so
pulled out of their grave tombs. Well, all we have to say of ye grave
diggers of the Smithsonian Marketplace is this: "Your turn is next!"
Sleep well. ADONAI, the I AM ESSENCE. (2:25 pm).
5:51 pm

The iron-like texture of the Nefenite substance contained within
the arborite solidified fashion of antiqued formula rather serves
muchly to administer the sole complexity of formulated data with

strictest adherence to our drawing board effect. Please see to
understand, that it is indeed your future at this time, which serves
to indwell the solar complexities of space and time travel. And yes,
dear Ones, this is equally equated with the pyramidal formula of
your century. Without a doubt do we have continually brought
herewith to our most undistracted attention that the good of
the One does at times outweigh the most positive good of the
subjected Many, who will in due time find themselves
partakers of the Illuminati in token defiance.
All formulae wrought through the blood, sweat and tears of
mankind has always managed to enslave him to the tomb of
discovery - mayhem perhaps - but what unseen token has eluded
his fateful existence, which has sufficed by near and far the most
elevated of truths. Henceforth, let it read as thus: The affairs of
man doth assume to oft mingle within the most pronounced of the
bereft categories, without perhaps assuming as much as the full
merit of understanding.
The criteria at this point is, of course, no less esteemed forthwith
than does the tax evasion of yesteryear. Bon jovi at its finest, dear
Ones.
So in effect to simply change the topic: pyramidal
exploration, or rather the unequalled exploration, and so
thusly be it by the complete folly of such an act, only serves to
substitute the resonance of succession with all the armament
of the barriers of time joining in rapid succession of the most
secluded factors of demerit ever brought to light within the
existence of man.
This indeed could be formed as a tribute to the Epochal Nature
of Eventide at its best. Graciously do I commend your best
attention span - proliferant to our cause.
May I, of the Limitations of Security in the Fourth Galaxy next,
please, to succumb to introduce myself. I AM EFRAM of the Order
of the Seven Constellations toward the Northern Duct of Extinction.
Strange names and explanations enough, but in other worlds I am
also known as KORTEX. Selah. Adieu. (6:12 pm).

Sunday, 17th July 1994

11:11 am

Greetings on this most finely laid out of mornings, our dear
Seila. It is always a pleasure to find yourself outside of the
doldrums of apathy, and instead, to find yourself subservient to no
man, item or thing of the past, present, nor the future. Again we do
find it an item to congratulate you on your beingness. Continue
expansion, for naught is wrought with the effectual tide of
nothingness into the format of self, if one would lie dormant. If you
are so ready and willing for our part, we then would like to begin.
Selah, I AM ADONAI of the fourth formatted plane of heightened
consciousness.

PYRAMIDS
PORTION

AND

THEIR

MANUFACTURING

PROCESS

INTACT

The pyramidal structure is somewhat subservient without the
display of intricate grid work intact through the seemingly
complexity of design so structured upon the threshold of
Memorandum Design, attuned with the much later design of
outward complex gridding, par se.
It has oftimes been brought to our attention, that the solar
workings of the outward mode of categorized equivalents, par se, to
the demeaning factor of circumference, such as you would deem in
your most unsatisfactory terms as being the light particles between
or betwixt the rudiments of equational factors, complied in
equilibrium sound waves from the vibrational sub-texture of
Helium in its most useful of all attributes - in as far as it allows for
the sub-holding of the ethereal particles, or rather molecules,
together from drifting away.
You must understand, dear Ones, that natural gasses such as
are found upon the plane of destruction, your Earth, are no more
than prototypes of the substances so accumulated in wealthy
standards and amounts upon the carcasses of other less developed
planets, and so stationed within the shell of the moon's atmosphere
in conjecture with other most highly resolved material, which are of
a somewhat less graded substance. These complex gauges are -

and yes, we do call them complex, for in their nature lies a natural
substance, which is at times anything but beneficial to the
outpourings of substantial formula and therefore creates nothing
but a token affair of influence toward the uses it would seem to
project.
Hydrogen doth seemingly work toward the opposite use, as it is
extracted to be used for upon your Earth plane. We do at times
walk in circles around a subject, but it is really for your own
benefit, for we know that if you so desire to equip yourselves with
less interference of mind, soul and bodily desires, that you will find
to attribute those special qualities of fairness and judgment among
the scientific sources of your calibre. Thus doing so, you will find,
that your antiqued formulated desire and compound of effort will
take you past the old formulated compounded substances of old,
and lead you so far past the southern hemisphere into planes of
unimagined fact, that your eyes and intellect - of which we do
perceive you all have much trouble with - will try their best to
substantiate the effects of new grounds for divorce of your old
outmoded scientific motorium. It is not so much that your stories
and facts and fictions are so permeated into one another, that it is
no longer necessary to bother to take the time to sit down and try to
divide the positive fact into the negative subject. We feel this is
naught but a waste of our timetable. And if we do not have time for
your waste of contrivances, then how much more so should you be
coming into the Light of Awareness. Your scientific community
could do well to bear this unto its formulated study of all aspects of
its perimeters.
YOU DO NOT HAVE THE FORMULATED DESIRE OF THE AGES,
FOR YOU ARE STILL CHILDREN IN THE DESIGN OF YOUR OWN
CONSCIOUS CREATIVITY THEREFORE LOCKING YOURSELVES
WITHIN THE DESIGN OF YOUR OWN SUBSERVIENT ARTIFACTS.
LOOK TOWARD THE "STARS"! HEED OUR SIGNS AND WORDS,
FOR THEY ARE ALL AROUND YOU, AND WE MOST SINCERELY
NEED AN INJUNCTURE FROM YOU BEFORE WE WOULD EVEN
CONSIDER TO RANK YOUR KIND WITH THE EQUIPMENT OF
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING FOR THE BENEFIT OF
ANYTHING THROUGH YOUR HANDS.

YOU USE FLORENTINE JUST LIKE THE PERSONAGES
BEFORE YOU FELL IN LOVE WITH THE ILLEGITIMATE USE OF
THIS MOST HOLY OF COMPLEXITIES. "FORMULATED RESPECT"
WE SPEAK OF HERE, OF COURSE, HIGHLY TOXIC QUALITIES
CIRCUMSPECTS, YOU WOULD AGREE?
FORMULATED DISASTER AND LEFT WITHOUT A WAY OUT OF
YOUR ABSTRACT CONCLUSION, AND YOU STILL FEEL THAT
WITHOUT US, WITHOUT OUR VAST KNOWLEDGE, YOU JUST
MAY NOT PROGRESS QUICKLY ENOUGH TO BYPASS IN
KNOWLEDGE AND RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL, THAT,
WHICH THE SOVIETS AND OF COURSE CHINA, ETC. HAVE
ALREADY ESTABLISHED AS THEIR QUOTA! BUT YOU SEEM TO
FORGET, THAT THERE STILL ARE THOSE, WITH WHOM SEVERE
COMPROMISE IS DEEMED BY THEM TO BE RIGHT OF THE LEFT
SIDE OF THE BOARD!
NOT ALL ARE AS DAMNABLE AS YOURSELVES!!
GOODFELLOW ONCE SAID: "NOT ALL FAIRNESS RIDES ON
THE TRACK OF THE UNEQUALLY YOKED, MY FRIENDS."
WISE WORDS IN THIS REGARD, WOULD YOU NOT SAY?
ALBEIT, WE DO PERCEIVE THAT WE HAVE MADE OUR POINT
HERE. WHETHER OR NOT YOU CHOOSE TO LISTEN FOR WHAT
MAY BE PERHAPS THE FIRST TIMES IN YOUR LIVES, IS
INCONSEQUENTIAL TO ME. WHAT IS DEEMED OF THE
GREATEST IMPORTANCE IS, THAT EACH ONE OF YOU HAVE
HEARD THE TRUTH AND HAVE INDEED BEEN GIVEN A
GUIDELINE OF EFFECTUAL CONCERN TOWARD THE
OUTWORKING OF UNIVERSAL LAWS, OF WHICH STATED AND
MANUFACTURED IDIOSYNCRASIES OF YOUR PERCEIVED
PERFECTIONS ARE THUSLY DEEMED NIL AND VOID!
Thank you, our Little Seila, for your time has been most
appreciated. We like to always encourage our "down line", so to
speak, and conversations of the like with you tend to be often
somewhat of a refreshing distinction. So be it. End of dialogue.
ADONAI - in plain language to the seniors of the Smithsonian
Science Dept., c/o Head of Staff. (11:56 am).

Tuesday, 19th July 1994

9:30 pm

PYRAMIDS AND THE FUNCTIONALITY OF THE ABYSS WITHIN
Adjoining the diaphragm infrastructure of iniquity diadem here,
so we would in all completion of character intermediate in our
eloquated terms do hereby places himself within the whims of his
destiny: the great ego-placed factor of depth within the human soul.
It is his to conquer before the latter conquers him!
Just a short prelude to the text tonight. And how are thee within
the realms of your shortened time barrier? Well, we do perceive
and living within a glorious and happily formed context! Adieu.
Adonai at your service once again. We will begin in a fruitful few
moments. We will call with further instructions on your behalf,
Seila. Continue please.
We do impede upon the upsurging standards of mortal man to
please, and herein WE DO PLEAD WITH THOSE OF YOU, WHO
LIVE IN THE DARKENED RECESSES OF YOUR MINDS, TO
ABIDE BY THE COMFORTABLE AND STABILIZED LAWS OF THE
CREATION, FROM WHENCE YOU HAVE EACH TRULY COME
THROUGH FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
PROGRESS, TO BE TAKEN BACK TO THE "ONE GREAT
SOURCE," WITH THE BENEFICIAL FACTOR TAKEN TO YOUR
SIDE, EQUATING THE HOLY OF HOLIES WITH THE BARIUM
FACTOR OF ETHICS, WANTON FROM THE DUE FACTOR OF
PRODUCING EQUALITY AND RESOURCEFULNESS FOR ALL, BY
THE IMPLEMENTING OF THE LIFE QUALITY, INFINITESIMAL
FACTOR OF BEINGNESS IN A UNIVERSE SO WILLING TO
CARICATURE YOUR ONENESS OF STEMMING FROM THE
GREAT BODY OF ETHEREAL COMPONENTS, WHICH, OF
COURSE, MAKE UP THE ONE GREAT ALL.
Sanctioned within the tetrose of equilibrium hearing within the,
shall we say, inner ear senses, we encourage you, the bearers of
these words, into your most inner consciousness of pyramidal
desire, the absolution drawn by your higher selfness into the
recesses of that most contrite of positions: the ego dimension betwixt

the ears.
This, of course, is simply to be categorized by the heightened
awareness of status, which you have thus far succeeded to achieve.
Without the status of which heightened awareness is found, to
achieve otherwise is a vain compromise of little use. Only survival
of the contextual design of the blueprint of mankind doth allow him
or herself into the realm of estimated doubt vs. the amiable follow
up of his or her conscious fertility. The pyramidal effect,
consequential upon the plane of the human type conscious validity,
is thusly constructed by the forum of contextual design.
Again we stress the immediate implementation of repercussional
draft-typing in order to alleviate the stress therein without the
additional factorial problem of drifting tiredness. Adieu, for five.
Pick up shortly.
MAYHEM BROODING
We're really only just beginning upon this long hike for mankind
upon his meagre dimension of knowingness. We hope to, in like
kind, affiliate ourselves within the directional progress of the
Hierarchy of Archangelic Forum for the direct purpose of wrestling
the sanctimonious charm bracelet from those, who would
undoubtedly exclude the very portion of the humanoid existence
from within the shrouds of its own mortality.
Seclusion is of the highest quality standard and indeed is well
within the confines of relaxing contexts and substandards,
horizontally speaking, defines the effects of all feeling which proves
hazardous and at times relaxes the mind of all decalogue,
wherewith the extremities of the national devices contraire doth
relax themselves into the mode of semi-transportation to the
ethereal galaxies of the mind-complex forum.
Adieu, ye professing types, who from time to time doth cause the
manufacturing of structural devices upon the heads of time, and
thus causes the trip line of effect to subjugate the inethereal realms
of distraction epitome of destruction upon the minds of your
brethren!

My, do we not have met with the severity of mind altering drugs,
perchance? Let all have the unequivalent experience of chakra
escaping - not chakra escapees - which in comparison are
devoid of all reasoning.

AN INJUNCTION FOR TODAY
IT HAS BEEN BROUGHT HEREWITH WITHIN OUR ATTENTION
SPAN, THAT THERE HAVE BEEN THOSE OF YOU, WHO REIGN IN
HIGH PLACES, WHO HAVE PLACED UPON THE HEADS OF
THOSE SEEMINGLY ONES IN COURTS OVER THE LAND
PLATITUDES
OF
HINDRANCES
ACCORDINGLY
AND
IN
INCOMPREHENSIBLE LAWLESS STRUCTURE-ETHICS EMPLOYED
DEVOID OF ALL ETHICAL BEARING TO THE LAWS OF OUR STATUS,
UNIVERSE AND CREATION.
IN UNISON, AND HEREWITH WE PROCLAIM TO YOUR ILK
AND THOSE GENERATIONS OF YOURS TO FOLLOW: THE SAME
YOU GIVE WILL BE UNTO YOUR KIND - THE SAME IN RETURN
- ONE HUNDRED FOLD!
AND TO THE GREAT HENCHMEN AT THE TOP OF THE
POKER GAME: TO YOU, MY FRIENDS, DO WE BID YOU THE
GREAT ADIEU - FOR YOURS IS THE BIDDING OF A HUNDRED
TIMES TWO IN THE GREAT ABYSS OF YOUR CONTRACTUAL
AGREEMENT!
LESSEN YOUR SENTENCE TO YOURSELVES - YE, OF GREAT
NATURAL POWER! LET US WITNESS THE DEMISE - NOT OF
NATIONS GREAT - BUT OF THE NATURALE SOURCE OF
INIQUITY, BOUND FOR THAT GREAT DESTRUCTURAL PIT OF
COMPOSURE!
FOR WHENCE HAVE YOU COME, OH GREAT MINSTREL ONES?
FROM THE COCKPIT OF DESIRE FOR THE AGES? NAY, THAT
WILL BE YOUR GREATEST EPILOGUE TO THE PITIFUL DEMISE
OF YOUR VERY SOULS! ALBEIT, YOU ARE DESTINED BY ANY
UNIVERSAL STANDARDS TO SERVE THE VERY ONES YOU

HAVE SO POLLUTED, WITH THE FULL REMEMBRANCE
EMBEDDED WITHIN THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS AS TO THE
FULLNESS OF YOUR ACTIVITIES TOWARD THEIR LOWLY
EXISTENCE!!
THEN WE WILL WITNESS THE FULL EXTRACTION OF THEIR
WRATHE!!!
BE NOT AFRAID, FOR SOON AFTER THE NIGHT, DEATH MAY
COME TO RELEASE YOUR SPIRIT FROM THE GREAT BONDAGE
OF TOMORROW. MAY THE NEW DAWN STRIKE YOU DEAD
FROM YOUR HORRENDOUS DEEDS OF INIQUITY!
ADONAI, THE I AM FROM THE FAR REACHES OF SCIENTIFIC
STRUCTURE WITHIN THE PORTALS OF THE UNIVERSAL DESIRE
OF THE AGES INFRASTRUCTURE. (10:19 pm).
Wednesday, 27th July 1994

4:09 pm

Greetings, Littlest One. We are Adonai here. Good feeling to
continue. Notwithstanding the contriteness among our fellow
workers in their absolute infinitesimal functioning of the radar
beams toward the substantiating of internal dogma herewithin the
set radius. Please proceed.

CONTOUR LINES OF DIAGRAM INTERNAL
As you may be well aware of, fellow innkeepers, of such
substantial material as hexagrama within the chambers, it has
been brought to my attention on certain apprehensional
frequencies, that there are to my complete amazement those of you,
who still hold to the idea that the ruins of the pyramidal status
structural equivalents of 4G=H4X-16n FMY2U eventually will
proclaim you almost inventors of the race.
Contritely speaking, you are nothing more than a self seeking lot
of foolish humanoids! Wherein you contrive to adhere to thousands
of years of fictional facts, we here have long attributed to this work
the pure untarnished worthiness of selflessness pyramid power.

So you believe you have all the answers, do you? Well, what, my
dear comrades, if I in simplified language told you that a percentage
of 20% minus is really all you'll ever discover? You may uncover
the bones of those long past and relics of yesteryear, but I could
have quite easily have placed them there myself for a decoy, had I
wanted...! This is anathema to us. Selah.
Now for the text on contextual design at its fullest applicational
truthe, if ye be ready for the heavier dialogue, Little Star.
Minute particles of varying degrees are provided within the
makeup of diatrem enforcements so subjugated within and without
the formatted hexoterial design field. The hexagram within the
archetype chamber is naught in its perimeters to be shown nor
used a playing field for design modules of sorcery. Albeit, the
structural compliant figures are alluded to as though they
themselves possess some sort of an abeyance attack upon all of
civilization. Nay, they, which are within pyramidal structures,
are not only for our most pertinent use, it also depicts landing
field
diagram
priority
with
coded
instructions
for
implementation of the gonads of safe survival whilst hidden
among the contours of the land, have programmed with their
surface structure a wide range of archetype fixtures so
embedded within the filament of Earth's fibre.
Ephamite is a source of substance used most efficiently in the
light waves of radioactive linear mode beams. These provide in
their own element toward the manufacturing of the cutting
beams, so often used for the taking-out of large granite blocks
from within quarries. A manufactured hypothesis, which you may
also be somewhat familiar with, pie 2 revolving E pie 2 to the
complex of articulation of the malfactored forms of hieroglyphic
structural design.
We just give you a few "crumbs," so to speak, from time to time,
to complete your broad interest span. We have subdued to this
point of reading the detrimental effect this hot weather has had
upon your minus jorum.
Computerized products is simply not the way to go, fellow
comrades. As affiliated devices you so aptly feel in compulsion of

the taking within the pyramidal structures, divine are indeed the
wavelength of contractual authority of Blinkensop. We are definitely
most aware, by your standards of enterprise, of the beautifully
exploited desiring of your souls to gain fame of your disclosures
upon what you yourselves perceive as "pyramid power" at its
continuing source of aberrational deviated apparitions. Let me tell
you, lest ye waste any more of your perceived precious time
element, YOU ARE OUT OF YOUR ELEMENT, COMRADES OF THE
3RD DIMENSIONAL ALTITUDE CONTRITE!
Contractual affairs are not our business, but your equational
devices have subjected your source into a malfunctioning
aberration of a misinformed neglected nucleus.
Time out for today, Seila, our Dear One. Rest well. Selah.
ADONAI out. (4:58 pm).

Wednesday, 3rd August 1994

3:40 pm

The progress of the pyramidal effect on the equatorial part of the
northern hemisphere attributes itself to a base metal
malfunctioning of time intricate within the design of the module
within its texturized surface.
Well, Little One, a new day has indeed surfaced within the
grande structure of efface grounding. Today the reinforcement of
past artefacts remain untouched by those, whose desires are
nonetheless to be found by us as somewhat simplified in their
undesirability complex. This we attribute to those Caucasian
malefactors, who within their own useful habitat have proclaimed
themselves as the Supreme Monks of the Ages. In any case,
contrivances do occur at practically every level on this sombre
plane.
We, as a worthy group, have brought before you the works,
which those of sad countenance have oft felt to be their own token
of success. You have heard of the faces engraved upon Mount
Rushmore? Yea, these dear Ones have in fact laid forth in triplicate
design the necessary implements of stationary requirements toward

the bringing forth of pyramidal design of the 4th equational
method. This has, of course, manufactured the tireless diagram of
turnpoints into its sister form of contoured effect.
We have stationed among the artefacts of the nations polarized
head beams to stabilize the monsignor them all, the Radial Machine
- kept well within the structural format of surface source
developmental, surface espionage free, surface blocks. On high tide,
and here we do allude to the "within proximities" of ethereal
contour, for what in the most scientific formulated data does not
consist of contour design, even within the distinct realms of the
creative process, but a series of lighted modulated stricton beams,
or waves, as Hythus - for so to it belongs the factorial essence of
contouring itself.
Begone on this one, should it formulate to a height above your
heads, for the modem at the bottom of the pit, so to speak, is
gravitated by a peculiar type-form of insulum power. Henceforth, to
wind out this extracurricular session, a new printed escapade of
your grande seizure of capability is prone to due forth in a shortly
given period of time.
Adieu for now, my League of Minors, for within the strictest
composite desire still remains to be felt by you the after-effects of
your gross negligence.
ADONAI signing off as the I AM OF ENFORCED DETRIMENTAL
ABEYANCE WATCHER. (4:04 pm).
Friday, 5th August 1994

2:17 pm

Greetings to you on this finest of days, Seila and troop! The Epic
of Nuances to begin.
THE EPIC OF NUANCES
This disclosure on the factorial points of pyramidal discovery
began back in the time before most sparks of life energy reigning on
this back-broken planet you call Earth today have been subjected

to a modification of planetary equivalents. It has been the study of
mortifactors, that the main sun ruling the equinoxal boundaries for
this shift are naught to be found within the drift. Contrary to
speculation, these formats of drifting planetary systems have
beached themselves upon the platitudes of space continuum vs. the
epilogue of remorse, felt only by those dear Ones, who failed to
attain to the righteousness, which did fix the indwelling of the
paradox.
Our subject today must eventually deal with the modern factor of
eclipses and their ongoing structural effects. The light modulums
from the far southern side of the equator does uphold in its rather
distinct fashion the side-stream of affirmation in its tweaky
contextual form. What we mean by this is simply, that we as a
group do attribute our factors, and here we profess to hold an
equational doubt as to the royalties employed upon those less
fortunate souls, who, as a result of their deployment of
environmental crystals, have in effect engaged upon themselves the
desire of fundamental ludicrouses. If injuncture would prove to
their credit to be of an underlying typhoid, then perhaps knowledge
would thus be gained at a rate of 70 percent to 90 perhaps!
The floor of pyramidal success follows within the contour of
stratified light wave beams and allows for the inducement of
factorial surface light brought up from the surface. Did ye Ones
really believe that there are those, who in actuality did walk or
crawl around on all fours during the tyrannical episode, during the
walk in majority in Egypt and in surrounding places? Nay, not so.
Implicitly speaking, it was this same factorial compound of
placement of crystalline entity, which has lead even the most
learned and best of you to accept that, which has been proven
within its falsehood unto this day.
The pyramids are not, dear Ones, lit by candlelight, nor by
lamps hanging upon the wall. If ever a lamp was to be found, then
one of you must have indeed placed it there yourselves. We, eons
ago, decided that in order to place a semi-structure pyramidal wall
beam to tie in with that of the semites wall structure; we needed
thence to secure that which is within with the Light of the Oracle.
There you would find your "electricity within proximities" of the
palace. LOOK TO THE LEFT OF THE GREAT COMATOSE

BENEFACTOR AND DERIVE FROM THAT SURFACE COMPOUND
UPON THE GREAT OVERLAPPING CONTOURED DEVICE
PROCREATED BELOW ITS BERTH THAT STRUCTURAL WALL
SURFACING THE MAJORITY ENTREATMENTS TO ITS
OVERLAY. That is the real key to this all. Instrumental panels
supplement the diameter of the consorts within gamma ray
structural prognosis.
Think again, dear Ones, for the time runs out within your realms
of infinitesimal beauty. And indeed beauty now runs but skin deep
within the frames of consensus of drafting ability in comparison to
the negligent drafting sequential study, which merits its own
surface designs to this point. PYRAMIDS, DEAR ONES, ARE
NAUGHT BUT A SEQUENTIAL STATE OF BEAUTY - PETRIFIED!
The light of your nations holds not a candlestick of essence in
comparison to the beautiful white light, which forever shines in
brilliant essence - a glowing tribute to the plight of mankind indeed,
and is in its manufacturing of sequential study the epitome of
mankind's realm. The real beauty here, dear Ones, is the fact that
even Medusa could not, in all her perceived ugliness, have found a
way so callous as to dig into the depths of the underground tombs
in order to ordain her way to the big time. Not even a myth as
sombre in her abstractedness state of contour delight would have
thought to accomplish that great feat in her own backyard. But
then again, Medusa was a "mere" woman, is that correct?
Back to the bulletin board, so to say, and here we now are faced
with the subjected distraction of equinoxal fairity and the gaiety
unsurmountable in its quick structure of basic contempory works.
Close off now, Seila, for I have more of a work nature to perform
somewhat closer to home. I AM THE ESSENCE OF TOMORROW ADONAI. (2:50 pm).
Thursday, 12th August 1994

11:59 am

Back to the drawing board again, Little One. The conscientious
study to perform today is solely based on the equation of the
malefactor of the perimeters of crystallite qualities. ADONAI

here for the taking ye Ones into my dimensional theorograms.
Casting aside all extroverted nonsense of the factorial
problematic sequential study, so thusly performed by some of the
most idiotic dimensional study of the century, we hereby allude to
the most precise formulated study in order to sequent all
falsehoods concerning our magnificent structure, the Great
Pyramid of Light.
In any event, pertaining to the dextremity of variances, we do
attribute to certain pyramidal sub-sequential formulated data.
Here, alone with other symmetries of sub-sequential jargon, is the
one source alone, which counteracts the equivalency dimensional
factor.
If you lift a surface structure compound of 2000 net weight
grams and tie it in within the frequency of solar weight per plex,
you have formulated within its ties the sum total of weight per
dimentia. All this calculated semi-structural efficiency will find
itself to be of a contributing factor of weights so put upon the
frequency of time-dimensional data. Here we, of course, speak of
the continuum of the crystallite entity itself, for though the size of
the continuum cannot be measured with any frequency, the
attributes of source study cannot be refrained from conducting
the rights to evaluation.
For those of you of little scientific mind do we tend to want to
perform those duties of little relishing aspect in order to subcoordinate those findings within your limit of understanding. We
organize the hexagon within each pyramidal structure, and yes,
indeed, you do have a tie-in here right at your fingertips. You must
all be of an understanding mind and be willing, in the context of all
further scientific study of the effort, to be of a seeking of a truthful
nature. That, my friends, is indeed the only route allowed to ye of
resourceful inclination. Now for some teeth-gripping understanding.

THE SUN SHINES UPON THE EQUINOXAL FACTOR OF THE RAYS
Down to the base root of all extremities we'll find within the

crystal formulated sequential context. By this we simply do
attribute the overall qualities of dimential study as pertaining to the
role-playing portion of the five dimensional rays, which so emit from
within pyramidal complexities.
As the light source is drawn away from within the backup beam,
restructuring must follow sequential pattern. In other words, those
instrumental panels of your allocated source study are feigned with
insufficient data formula. There are, yes indeed, sufficient
equations upon the face of the crystalline entity resource. If this
perchance emits a frequency of such alignment within its pages,
there is the remote chance that understanding will bloom like a
bud into a rose. We can only hope! Sela.
For now I seal off with Dexter Ambrose, whose only crime was to
sadly cry "amiss" to the others of his profession. They Ones, who so
cruelly cast aside all diplomacies of his ideal architectural study
lines - ye old Ones negate to the fullest of your desirings to equate
the truthe with ye Ones into fullest abhorrent misfittings. Ye all
have proclaimed thyselves of sufficient study, whilst in the fact of
all known diplomacies have known little of the true source of entity
factions.
ADONAI out for a period of 1224 metograms. Salu. Time entry
12:33 pm.
Saturday, 13th August 1994

10:00 pm

Andromeda Rex right and centre here, Seila. Though it has been
produced of a near malfunctional error on our part, we have finally
allayed the sequence frequency beam to produce in fact the clearest
connection with you that at this time we deem possible.
With 27 ships of Star Galaxy Craft monitoring within a 12 mile
radius we find ourselves well equipped to modulate all irregular
currencies at this time.
Alluding to the fact that your chief brother, Sananda, has sent
you bothe his fondest wishes, we feel free in such circumstance to
contribute to a Worldliness Tank of Esteemed Glory. However, I will

drop the flamboyancy and speak to ye Ones within the closest
context of your element. We will shift speakers, which will definitely
help to alleviate the tribune element of unconscionable behaviour.
First statement will proceed within the context of chapter heading Alphus Two Diagramia Art.

Sunday, 14th August 1994

8:32 pm

ALPHUS TWO DIAGRAMIA ART
We are leaving the sector at approximately 12:45 am and have a
lot we would like to contribute. For starters, I have promised to
keep the text within its simplest form.
This is Andromeda Rex at the surface of all Contextual Design
Authority. Beam out within a token range velocity and contributing
factor forthwith, assuming it is within frame line limits. Adieu, now
Seila, let us please begin.
Given the close proximity of our Allayance Team, we do submit
to striving within our practiced efficiency to relay several
frequencies through a mega-multitude of currents to effectively help
us with the monitoring of the Elitist Stationary Conduits.
Within our means we have a substance by the name of Celluloid
Current Solplex Beams, which serve to regulate the authority by
which those Old Ones keep you so aloof from their designed
perimeters. By breaking into their prolonged muchly in use
systems, we have made our own contribution through negating the
implant of such well known sources.
Do not be surprised that, if in the near future a dexitor of
accounts within their building of terminological exposure {to us} fall
rapid, and prove the bankruptcy factor to be as much a source of
truth for them as it is for you.
"WHAT IS THAT?" SOME OF YE SAY, “BUT THEY WILL ONLY
PERFORM WITH MORE NEW NOTES!" Not so! The unequivocal
factor of the loss of such pertinent resource stations will be
laid to waste by our kind who is of course, Seila, your own
people from Andromedas Four.
Indeed, the profound significance of such intricate study is
within a follow-up routine constantly employed by us unto the
fabled account of which we do serve "ye", the public forces, with.
When we call our nuclear beam a "substance," that is simply
because it is embossed within (and here a bit of difficult-to-

understand linguistics) the Contextual Field of Paradigm Current
Fluctuations, which ride within multi-terminal contrivances, or
rather, conduits. Our beams are fused with Neon Light Changes,
and if you look hard enough, you are apt to spot at least one of our
stargazers with the "police sentiment" attached, forthwithe.
WE HAVE COME TO DO A GREATE DISSERVICE TO THOSE
OF THE "DARKENED QUADRANT OF LIGHTED EMANATING
FORMS" IN ORDER TO EXTRADITE THE RESOURCE STATIONS
OF ELITIST MANUFACTIONISTS.
Thank you greatly, Seila, for this momentary demand upon your
time element source structure - in other words - being the within
your hurriedly scheduled time line. Look toward the Orion Section
tonight if ye be awake at five to one, and we flash our lights for you
in the process of eliminating the first surface structure, which we
will proport to disintegrate in rapid momentum.
Good night, chelas. We are indebted to ye Ones of our culture.
Sign off with your foremost Captain, and when you come home, we
will be ready to welcome the bothe of you with - shall we put it "the whole nine yards," for the work of which we have deemed as a
near possible contrivancy indeed belongs as much to you Ones as it
does to We. Our best regards given this day also to our fair haired
Son, Abdulla, and, Seila and Reni, this is the "correct" spelling.
Duty bound for the Tigress River Belt.
Fairwell and Adieu,
ANDROMEDA REX. (9:04 pm).
Wednesday, 17th August 1994

2:43 pm

This is Adonai here at the helm for today, Seila, instrumentally
speaking, of course. The subjugated effect upon the hologramical
appliances of the near future are purely subjected within their own
contrivances with pertinent regard to all future prospectal ideas.
The quandary, which serves within the realms of the futuristic
employment archives, are naught more than the sub-surface
structure of deployment tactics.
Please begin anew for our topic heading and suffice it to remain
under the heading of Chapter Three in equidoxal fashion. Chapter

Five remains to be seen.

THE SUB-SURFACE TEXTURES WITHIN DIAGRAMAL FREQUENCY
Now, down to some more pertinent projecting allayances.
Foremoste upon our schedule today is the relaying of informational
practices, which within their surface playing roles upon the
columns of disasterful techniques, they Ones have all but proven to
the masterful manufacturing of a technique called Turpoise. This
masterful plan alludes to the submitting of technical purposes,
which in their own format serve to relay the frequencies of
pyramidal destruction into their own data banks of today.
Needless to say, this will indeed prove to be of a major issue with
those pyramid lovers, who look upon the obstructions with fond
eyes. We shall wait a little longer in strategic reform within the
nation's categorized equipment services in order to redeem those
talons of pitch-fire unto the whole tenement of desiring pick-forces.
Relay this to your benefactoring "right wing" and be sure to disguise
yourselves from the malfunctioning of our suppressed "wing."
Ye Ones have been well watched as ye have drawn up the
tenancies of reform among the pyramidal complexes. What ye Ones
have so long strived to accomplish will in effect take place within
our perimeters, therefore leaving ye with little opportunity of
continuous disguise without and within limited circles.
We Ones have long entertained the idea that a fluctuation of
surface structure employed along the lines of your set formation, of
which we have no doubt that ye yourselves lay the line of no return
for our brothers, have finally met with allayance frequencies of our
brothers in flight. Know ye not that ye place yourselves within total
abhorrent "right" out in left field? YOU FOOLS! Contrivances at the
least should be of your worry and not the issue of fools!
The pillars or sectional columns, which frequent the inside layer
of pyramidal exposure, are due to the overlaying of a type of
concrete substance of which ye Ones are well unaware. These
columns have surfaced to stretch beyond the wall of any

endeavouring circumplex, which ye may think to uncover. Nay-ofa-chance of that ever happening, for they Ones are contoured in
such manner as to keep you from ever finding the intrical time zone
porthole, which is kept expressly from you forever! Only they Ones
of us, which are so called, can callously apply in detrimental
frequency in accordance with our wishes of greate demand on their
bodily function.
This is not to imply that those of We, who are consistently on the
911 line, will be taken to the deep chambers of light for
proclamation of their error, but will in effect be taken into
consideration for the tiding over of reprimand token errors on their
behalf, which they wish to give up. At that point then we will
certainally call upon some of the greatest of our time travellers, who
will right the wrong, oftimes by just curtailing it. This set format will
indeed include the extracurricular components for stage settings in
the era of your disposition.
TOUCH NOT THE PYRAMIDAL STRUCTURES ON THIS
PLANE! WE WARN YE ONES A SECOND TIME CLOSE OF THE
PAST.
Close shop now, dear Little Seila of our forum. We are more than
willing to assist you and yours toward the high tide of metamorphic
junctures. ADONAI out of touch for today - the seventeenth of
August in the year nineteen hundred and ninety-four. Adieu. (2:11
pm).
Tuesday, 6th September 1994

1:14 pm

Greetings, Seila. This is Adonai reporting after quite a sectional
study in my field. Please let us proceed promptly.
The composition of the crucible is functioning at a rapid rate of
deteriorating extraordinaire. Curtailing along its path, the distinct
faculties of sublime instrumentation of the equilibrium border
effect. To the uneducated along these quite complicated lines do I
adhere to the possibilities, that this chapter alone might well be
surmised to be within limitless fruition qualities, which may well
prove to be of the destructive nature within the fragment of crucible

well-being.
Fear not if understanding the context of this is at a rather limited
point for the time being, as all sublime controversies have proven in
their essence to be of a timely manufacturing. Here we refer to the
seldom wrought essence of excaliber, namely, the oratorical
abeyance to the frequently sought-out curvature of allayance doubt
factor 02. This has driven some of the finest aberrations to the
point of no return, insofar as their text driven accomplices have
succumbed to the fact, that no less than 60% of Earth's
atmospheric conditions are related to etherworld factors.
Not true, of course, however we have laden ourselves stalwartly
in the progressive nature of declining atmospheric aberrational
circumference texigramal designs, and thereby alluding to the
equational right of existence. The cravats of dexterior compliance
do seldom merit our unrelinquished attention spans.
Signing off for the present. Meeting in session. Thank you again.
ADONAI. (1:25 pm).

Sunday, 11th September 1994

11:30 am

Good Morning, Uthrania.
(Editor's note: "Uthrania" is an honorary title and name, which was
given to Seila by a special faction of the Brethrenhood in recognition of
her willing participation in a project, the nature of which will be
disclosed at a later date).
This, of course, is Adonai at the helm on this one topic - of
"pyramidal magic." Subtitle, of course, as of next on schedule.
Please proceed. Thank you.

PYRAMIDAL MAGIC
Confined within perimeters of posterior complex design of the
intricate rock-like structure do I find ourselves of the naturale
quality of telling all in regards to the conceding layout of pyramidal
design and the folly of the ages. This, of course, I refer to in writing
as the insufficient quality of those goodly Ones, who so attribute to
themselves the veracity of appendages, who oft try with unobtrusive
frequency to the outlay of the mode of hyrothesis.
Please presume, at my request, to uncover those date refines of
which I have so laid out to you in the past within the presentation
of aberrational forces with regards to our topic. Then reinsert this
writing on my behalf for the producing of contextual design. Place
within context please, at this point. Adonai.
"The accuracy of pyramid construction does not permit for
deviation to the 'width of a hair.' The purpose of construction
of pyramids includes the control of 'polarization of the Earth's
axis' 'navigational' purposes for intergalactic travel as a
'homing-in' device. Its control panels are consisting of a panel
board of film embedded in graphite between granites for
protection. The pyramid is not used for initiation 'rites,' but
rather is used by 'initiates' of Level II caliber - not beginners as only they can through transmutation gain passage through
its entrance gateways."
Thank ye Ones with goodly favour. Let us now proceed unto the
next aberrational frequency. The network of which doth provide ye
sanctimonious Ones, doth in its stride, often affiliate within itself
the context of negotiating navigational frequencies. This is oft
referred to as the acopolix. The term derived from within textured
shelling-down of wavelength frequencies. This is precisely why and
how you were able to manufacture the telescopes range of
frequency within past present time barriers and relay the
frequencies to their inefficient detriment.
Bonjour, the tidal eclipse is almost up! Hooray to those
ineffectual devices so manufactured and performed by the mankind
of tomorrow, which is, of course, of the same essence of today,
yesterday, and the future of tomorrow! Conceding the right to

favour of these our little qualms lies beyond the complex
aberrational feature plane of vastness, as it so drifts down from its
riptide fashion unto the effecting of the underlay of factional
stratospheric conditions.
But you should be made aware of the severe implemental
resources of the so solid pyramidal structures - so efficiently found
bothe, above, as well as beneath the Earth's troubled existence. For
the tidal waters and the volcanic Earthquake effort on behalf of
Greate Mother Earth doth find itself in the outlaying surface mode
of non-compliant destructive qualities of pyramidal functioning.
Adieu to remember, that not one seeming hair upon the furrowed
brow of the intricate slavery of populated desire so maintained
upon the backs of the Elite, would so naught to the bringing down
of these semi-structured strongholds. Equivalent and equivalency
is in the forerunning here, and to the exactness of proliferated glory
of mankind's essence have all but succeeded within destructive
qualities of the neopax aberrational peerdom.
Gloomy repose mayhap, but just by perchance that ye "worthy
Ones" do in strife under the stronghold of your overseers
succumb to the great knowledge, when meditation occurs upon
these words of a nature, which far exceeds your limits. Please
remember that it was I, Adonai, who did first warn ye of
impending disaster types.
Program in for the 4th of October 1994 the Secodam, which
you must take within the deep dark chambers into the crone of
apex itself, and maintain a holding fix upon the modulum of
contoured activity, which will herewith reign from within the
instrumentation panel. You must, of course, meet within
regulatory requirement adjustment portfolio in order to
reclaim the moratorium from within the dutiful boundaries of
the conquesting factor. For those of you, who do in effect know
of the snow-covered passageway, which leads from the
entrance entrenchment deep within the sub-terranial epics of
the cave - to you will I verbally speak with at the time of your
remembering.
This is not subject to chance, and not one iota of one

collaborated thought form process will inefficiently pass beyond the
door to the extremities of cavalier fashion. But for those of ye who
are so droth to consider these words as to text riddled, to ye be
responding to subjecturity contrivances of future line of espionages.
Adieu for now, and we do thank ye, Uthrania Seila, for your
unequivocal participational frequency of implementing data
processing within your limits of the planet Earth frequency. Give
this frequency to no man - no matter what the cost. Out. (12:09
pm).

Monday, 12th December 1994

THE DIPLOMATIC THEORIZED
PYRAMIDAL STRUCTURES

8:38 pm

COMPLEX

OF

MANEUVERING

As with all theorized components, we have here within
architectural structure a compliance of artificial sub-components.
This along with an aberrational fracture, of which we once complied
to divide within a nucleus means of derivative, are simply stated
source factors of rock material versus the net worth of astro substructure, of which we have always had a feeling for within texture,
size, equivalents, along with the radius of component factors of a
75+ degree radius net worth 65 degree component.
Now, dear Ones, if this at this given stage in history serves ye
little better than an economic factor in play, then ye have for
certainty unleashed the metamorphic components of an artificially
laid structure with a worth little more of value than a diamond
inlaid within a gravitational field of complexity without the
necessary data computations. There is always a place to begin,
however, and here it is that we lace, so to speak, all those grid work
structures of aberrational metals in sanctimonious array within the
main grid work of seldom manufactured composites of inlaid
reliances due to the more ineffectual source study of that, which we
have abrogated to.
Now that I have each and every one of ye completely confused, I
surmise, then we can and should happily proceed in the

deciphering process of such matter as theorized by those dutiful
scholars of theorized computer diagrams in relation to architectural
pyramidal theorems.
Please, Uthrania, should we begin as of this point? It is always a
helpmeet to us for you to always be in the efforts of goodly service
unto we Ones. Proceed please. Adonai.
To begin with then, we will sublet the grid work, so to speak, and
on behalf of all those, who are so aptly studying these words, we
will dedicate an entire chapter to the forfeiting of old ruins in a
calibre of defineness, which oft will find itself within the
manufacturing mode of compliance for even the most adept of my
students to date.
Let us now proceed to manufacture all those possibilities to date,
that have confused and aberrated those poor minions for decades.
Let us clear the mist off the road, so to speak. Ahem, it will surface
within your theorized and muchly complicated diagrams, those
formulas so well known for their lattice work in conjuncture with
the stages of pyramidal development, for which we are so well
known.
Within the structured grid work, which is indeed latticed betwixt
the nucleus and concurve of the wall structure within the south
side aberrations, you will find a sort of melting down of certain
golden coloured-like structures, which in all appearance will have
seemed to evolve from a state of mere solidifying formulae. This is
however not so, for if you so sweetly were to check the other
pyramidal wall for similar devices, you should indeed find them to
be somewhat gravitational toward the more semi-complex design of
the betwixt the arts (pictorial diagrams housed within the walls of
medi-chambers) and the bone-like structures of seasoned
apparitions (wall drawings as well as hieroglyphics). These
particular wall formations and that, which leaks out from them, are
due to the rapid decreasing of voluminous currents of semi-circular
currents, and with rapid digestion now quickly approaching the
nucleus waves of the current's frequency, it will possibly remain
clear in its texture as to whetting the stone structure into its
reproducing formation of non-compliant formulated theorems.

Can you possibly understand this of which I speak, dear
colleagues of mine? It is quite of a complicated measure, for you do
not at this time contain within your sources the complete graphical
extremities of positron wave pulses, and for that reason we are of
the sort to simply serve to ye Ones a platter of a less nutritional diet
at this time, through no fault of your own, no doubt. It is only that
to serve a full meal at this time before the elemental components
are dealt with would only serve to further your aggravation and
demerit your worthwhile endeavours, for which you have so aptly
strived.
Congratulations to your regime thus far, little Ones of the
Earthen spectre, but ye still have so much to learn, that it will
profit you naught until the source of all extravaganza has been
waylaid, and a newer diagramal theory laid in.
Close up now, for the night is long and you must rest at this
time. Thank you for your time, Seila, and Adieu. ADONAI. (8:59 pm)

Tuesday, 13th December 1994

10:49 am

You can search all you want, but the pyramid is tailor-made with
extremities, bothe, on the outside as well as texturized articles of
factual experiences on the inside. Each section, which is
quarantined, is inlaid with a fashionable consensus of aberrational
output sequence. In other words, dear Comrades, each placebo
within the pyramidal walls has at one time attributed to the
harbouring of manifested workings of the initiates themselves.
Their personal contributions are not therefore in the lacking of your
studying and worth a comparable fortune, should you latch on and
learn anything from them. For your own influxed salvation, of a
sort, could lend you to compromise into designing your own
wardrobe of compensation.
This, of course, could easily lend itself into the formational
doubt of ye particular Ones, who so congruously have helped
yourselves of the sanctified behavioural status of those so
gracious initiates of the past, by forfeiting the right of status
of yourselves, by dominating those hallowed chambers right of

the Queen's Palace, so to speak, and formulating those
irregularities right under the noses of those in much higher
places.
DO NOT THINK, THAT FOR A MOMENT YOUR DEEDS GO
UNKNOWN BY US OR OTHERWISE, FOR WE ARE OF THE
IMPECCABLE ESSENCE TO SEE EVEN BEYOND THAT OF YOUR
THREE DIMENSIONAL ATTRIBUTES.
IT HARDENS THE HEARTS OF THOSE AROUND YE, WHEN
YE PLUNDER THE HALLOWED ARTIFACTS, AND WITH SWIFT
MOVEMENT OF PLACEMENT REMOVE ALL THOSE STRATEGIC
WEAPONRY OF YOURS UNTO THE FORTRESSES OF NONSUBMISSIVE VENTURE.
REPLACE THAT WHICH YE HAVE SO CRUDELY TAKEN, AND
LET US WEEP NO MORE FOR YOUR SOUL'S STANDING AMONG
OTHERS OF THE GALAXY RACE!!
It would be sufficient to state at this point, that I am perhaps
most graced with undying love and attention toward your kind, for
in the past it has always been I, who have poured out my love and
kindness upon your shallow carcasses. The initiates, of whom I
speak, have endowed me with a far greater gift than that which is
seldom mentionable. Strictly speaking, it is indeed for them, or
rather the solitary memory of them, which dothe so lead me into
qualifying their merits before the very Council of Armedias.
Well, come with me all ye, and who are heavy laden, and I
will lead ye into the land of total tranquillity and rest, for your
poor weary souls will at last be fortified unto the day of your
transgressional wavering! It will be when ye do stand before
the High Council of Pyramidal Delight, high within the reach of
yesteryear, that many of you will find regret as your firmest
comrade! Do not let it go that far, I plead with ye, for as the
solid rock establishes its firm foundation, so do ye by the same
token of affairs submit unto yourselves the recommendation of
twelve henchmen at the gallows today.
RETURN THAT WHICH YE HAVE SO CRUDELY TAKEN, AND
WITH MUCH REMORSE SEE FIT TO TURN THAT HALLOWED

ARTIFACT BACK INTO ITS YESTERYEAR PROSPECTIVE RIGHT!
BACK FROM WHAT YE ALL HAVE MADE OF IT! THAT
GRUMBLING THAT I HEAR, DOTHE ITCHY EARS CONTAMINATE
YE ALL? ARE ITCHING EARS ALL THAT YE ONES HAVE LEFT OF
YOURSELVES? LET US FIT OURSELVES FOR THE LIVING WITHIN
OF THE HALLEWED CHAMBERS, OF WHICH YE DO MERIT
YOURSELVES TO KNOW SO MUCH ABOUT. MY INITIATES OF
THOSE SECRET AND HIDDEN AWAY CHAMBERS KNOW EVEN TO
THIS VERY MOMENT OF YOUR UNSTABLE ACTIVITIES, WHICH
DWELL WITHIN YOUR MORTAL SOULS.
Did I say "mortal"? Well are ye not all of the immortal type? That
is indeed to be seen, for obviously it is not ye, who have ordered the
Sun's rotation nor the Moon's around the plymouth affairs of time
continuum. Did I say rotate around the Earthen plateau? Nay, I did
not bequeath that nuance unto myself! For if it is indeed I, who
would state at any given time, that the rotation of a surface
atmospheric structure should rotate in the time approximation of
all applicational theories, and should that indeed go against all you
have long since believed in, then I should say to you at that point:
And who are you to disagree with my conduct of star placement or
otherwise? After all, did you make the flowers you so stringently
plant every season? Nay! Well then, did you set the Sea's to high
tide when the Moon sets its barriers toward the northern stars?
Nay!
Well then, suppose you leave well enough alone to me for the
meantime, and tend instead to that which you have so profusely
conducted within your ranks to the lending of destroying
tendencies, thus far. Get off the bucket, so to speak, and show
the rest of the Universe, that you indeed are of the availability
to strive to perfection with the best of intentions toward other
beings around ye!
This is the Great Lord and Master Talent of Many Sources,
ADONAI! (11:19 am).
It has been afforded me of late to subject no more matter of
complex study into the pallets of those uncongenial servitudes,
who, no matter what they are told, do continue to feast upon the

unquenchable desire of that, which they hold within their own soul
structure. So in order to compensate those, who have at least
driven their darkened egos into subservient status, and who have
relinquished the right of ownership of a substance or artefact,
which in fact belongs to nobody, it is for their sakes alone that I
choose to impart a little more information, but indeed of a more
specific type than that which I had originally planned.
This language barrier is kept simple at this time for the primary
reasoning of all, who wish indubitably to proceed into their own
conscious tributary in order to keep up an ongoing consensus of
their own. So now all said and done, I will continue to lead you in
an upward manner, so as to show to the underworld of gruesome
design, that in fact you do have a great potential to make
yourselves of the understanding mode to our satisfaction and to the
enhancement of the whole of mankind itself.
Salu, and we will begin again with a new chapter heading please,
Seila, my Lamb. GEORGEO of the Tribune Hierarchy, Esq.

THE CATACOMBS OF THE TOMBS
Friday, 21st April 1995

3:00 pm

THE EGERT PYRAMID
Good afternoon, Seila and gang. It is of utmost importance that
we try to reconstruct for the benefit of understanding of all
mankind the simplistic ability, which we Ones see fit to abbreviate
in our own tacturnal way to explain as fully as possible the
minstrelling of the Egert Pyramid found here and in other galaxies
across this vast Universe of ours. It will be so. Now if you are ready
we will kindly proceed.
The Egert Pyramid is oftimes known as the structure, which has
for so long surpassed other architectural structures, in that their
high beam caricature of sladium drawings have sequestered them

in with contour aberrational complex archedomes. In other words,
to fully manoeuvre these great rocks or stones into place, we have
successfully obliterated the manpower by way of more "modern"
sense of tools, as you would know them.
Let us take for example that great foundation laid of the Giza
manufacturers over in south-eastern Egypt. Well, it was
contemplated by our builders, that those who seek to manufacture
an epic of nonsensical diagrams would have thusly thwarted their
efforts, had they known and applied the use of Colander Beams.
But this was not so, you understand?
The same doth apply to with the structural of the great Egert for
the pulmutting of abstract devices concurrent to the manufacturing
of those first foundational ties, which, of course, are referred to as
the "cornerstones of doubt." At least until the completion of all
pyramidal structure it would indeed have been equated within the
diagram or blueprint of the extradorus plume upon Saurus. But
that is a much greater story of accomplice design. Therefore all we
are trying to tell you is, that by the same measure that all
pyramids are built, so it is with the Egert, and no matter what
foundation is proliferant, is of no matter, for within the
composite of rock are the true wayfaring devices, which are
used to assimilate the reconstructure of past, present and
future generations, which will equip them with all the
necessary "tools of the trade," insofar as the reconstruction of
pyramid manufacturing is sought out. Adieu.
The Egert is what you would term as a "dream-taker," which is
by mode, of course, of exactly just what it stands for. It succumbs
the gravitational pull from all labradors of its final decent into the
creviced compounds of heat near the core's centre. Do we mean
"hot" here? It is of a nebulous trick of the Earth's elements, which
seems to radiate that energy, which turns the light into cold, even
though light seems to extract heat. As an element it is not always
negligible in its distress. There is light in the confines of the far
underground taverns way beneath the pyramidal wall, but so far
down, that even at 60,000 furloughs you would have trouble justify
our methods into your highest minded computer banks. Henceforth
it is said, that the computer banks of even the furthermost
scientific minds could not calibrate the significance of exploited xy

radius unto the equivalent factor of four point zero, zero, zero, in an
effort to depict the true significance of ground zero temperatures,
which dwarfs the heat's electrical currents and magnifies them to a
point of boiling, which should indeed defuse the cold.
Do you now see how the gravitational pull of the plumebome
dissipates into normal tyre frequencies and abriates the consensus
of ratio equivalent categories, of which you are still stuck in the
rather mediocre aspect of the consignment pieces.
Enough of this clockwork, for now it is high time to expound on
the main fractures of instrumenting the source type of all
equational theory. "Benefactors at Rest," please Seila. ADONAI out.

BENEFACTORS AT REST
A brief study period would quickly deplete any and all of your
surmises thus far, should you Ones of the scientific and
archeological fields ever permit yourselves thus far. It has been
studied upon Andromedas Four, that the real secret to proper
construction of Egert pyramid types are the necessary endeavours,
which equate themselves to the proper functioning of hieroglyphic
frequencies. Now, by this we mean we permeate the molecular
structure of minerals into a rock type compound, which serves to
regulate within its follicles that sub-terranian measure of hardness,
which, when proliferated with a glue-concrete like substance, would
not shield a crack toward the ongoing slaughter of the elements.
This would be a foolhardy practice, if indeed we did not see to
protect those Juniper exposes to a rather straight beam
manufacturing cause, which insures the non-malfunctioning of
either stone or largate within its crevices. The Egert is different in
its construction simply because of its elongated sides, which are
semi-curved structured along the hover beams, as we call them,
and the sealing process, of which we have just explained as well as
in previous writings of ours, is the main clue to mankind of the
intricate survival quality of buildings, which stand for century after
century.

The elongated prow beam, which is bent by natural consequence
of the fundamental equipment aboard those of our ships equipped
to handle this explicit strand of work, simply foretold to you
mankind in general, that over the ages there were those, whose
manufacturing abilities and capabilities had far surpassed even
those of the first founders of Atlantis itself. Atlantis was merely a
by-product of life on Earth along with its evolutionary struggle to
surpass, what the Brotherhood of the Ages had already depicted of
themselves and their status and knowledge upon other such
planetary endeavours.
Henceforth, dear troops of hieroglyphic studiers, it is to you
whom we recommend the current instructions:
YOU HAVE MEDIATED AND FORMULATED A WAY OF THE
PATH OF DISCOVERY IN ORDER TO LURE THOSE BYPASSERS
AWAY FROM THE ARTS OF OUR TEMPLES, BUT IN ORDER THAT
YOU DO THEM NO HARM DO NOT SHROUD THE SECRETS OF
THE INITIATED IN WORMHOLES OF DISASTER, IN ORDER THAT
NO ONE CAN AGAIN AFFIX HIMSELF UPON THE POWERFUL
TRUTHS OF THE ACTUAL DIAPHRAGM OF COMPLEX
MORTUARIES ENGRAVED WITH THE CRYPTIC NUANCES OF ALL
PYRAMIDAL DESIGN.
ELABORATE AND KEEP SECRETS INTACT, BUT BY ALL MEANS
DO NO HARM AND DELIVER NO LIES INTO THE HANDS OF
THOSE, WHO SEEK SANCTUARY, FOR THE ENGRAVING OF
THEIR SOULS MUST BENEFIT UNTO LIFE, AND LEARN THOSE
THINGS, WHICH HAVE LONG BEEN HIDDEN AND OBSTRUCTED
FROM PUBLIC VIEW AND FROM THE PROGRESS OF LESS
LIKELY PILGRIMS.
MANUFACTURED THEORIES USE AS A GUIDELINE, BUT
NEVER NEGLECT TO BRING INTO EXAMINATION THOSE THINGS
OF WHICH WE ARE WILLING TO SHARE WITH YOU!!
Thank you for your attention, Seila. We now sign off on this day
of April 1995. Adieu. This is ANDROMEDA REX signing off within
category apex in conjuncture with Master ADONAI on sub
frequency Neutrus 4. Out, and thank you.

Friday, 28th April 1995

3:15 pm

Hello, dear One. This is Adonai coming in the name of the most
glorious and gifted texture ever known to mankind - the fighting
loving spirit of all Brotherhood of the Nations. The reason for
equivalating a "fighting spirit" with the spirit of love still stands to
reason as being of its own significant nature, wherewith the
contour of reason of man alone is truthful in its own merits and
unequivocally speaking the debt toward ye Ones in the initiating of
one's own gravity of coherence doth attribute the most painstaking
aberration of truth form in its own essence to be most dutifully
protected for the securing of the nations.
Now, might I resume the texture of our content for the pleasure
of our readers, of whom I send my utmost thanks and greetings
from afar unto them. If you would all please refrain from
unglorious conduct toward those obtrusive beings, which by far
do excel in the personification of all those who do in truth
fasten themselves within the mind meld of we Ones. To do this
then would most favour the Elite of our kind!
This is simply mine little autograph to ye Ones, of whom I truly
delight upon, and from time to time do I herewith contrive to
portray unto ye Ones the concept of secluding all pyramidal truths
down to your level. For that which we might do would serve to
activate the responses of the media, of which in its utmost
servitude to humanity would by far reach the equilibrium of its
calibre of think tanks.
Thank you and now to turn the source of the writings over to a
fine entity, of whom you are now to make acquaintance - RUMAS,
Lord and Friend, ADONAI over and out, Seila. Good day.
This is indeed of a most cryptic nature, this book, is it not?
Suave or direful merits indeed a rather epic nature thus far. Hello,
Seila, this is Lord Rumas, of whom you have rather known in a
much different lifetime in a much different location. No matter, it is
of significant reluctance to all, that I show my face at this particular
time, as time fastens all perimeters one within another.

The story today however falls completely on the stone wall of the
tunnels of all pyramidal ufology. Not neglecting the compound
around which the interlaying structures of tunnel floors are
sequestered, then that which is so over-proof with calcilicome
efforts are nonetheless that, which was importantly used to
circulate those formations of epic design. The stone compounds
have a substance named Solsilotheme, which is a large portion of
rubble rocks compounded in sort with the overlay of Hylithium
Deroxide.
Well, this is rather sofaring, is it not? However they did conclude,
that this information would have been very rare in your day and for
that reason alone was it to be included in the portray of Diagrams,
Textures, and for the purpose of re-exposure of the outlay of
pyramids intact. After all, it would be rather hard to build that of
which you had no foundation of proper proportions for.
The tunnel crevices are not known to man for their proper height
therefore making crawling a mandate for the human species. This
is not without reason, however. The three to five foot spaces were
not built before the tomb but rather after, with a hole big enough
and intact to swiftly curvatude the points of reference one with
another. This may seem rather backward to a few of you, but rest
assured, they did know what they were doing.
Now, the rest of the reason being that the passages were so
narrow from East to West and North to South simply signified, that
the planetary movement of the stars at first did allude to the
malfunction of the plate beam or computer resonance canal, of
which they did oft have to circumvent to the working of on out of its
most rigid grid within the stone content. This plate naturally
signified the landing strip of the aerotome, which by our standards
only served to send a cautioning beam as to whether or not the way
was clear.
Operational features of the Stone of Delight was perfunctionized
by the ongoing process of eluberating (?) the succession of process
connected to the sapphire at the top. More new then? Surprises
profound! But not so elsewhere. A tiny tip at the top of the
crystalline entity found engagement to the wherewith of stone
structure, which lay atop the unrolled text of the hologram

keyboard.
(I am rather at a loss for perfunctionary word vocabulary, but I
do the best I am able. Forgiveness desired.)
Next on my agenda is to inform you of the séances of
hieroglyphics. Quite simple really, for all hieroglyphic form is
aligned within the simple displacement of all known artefact. Only
just read the pictures and comply with exposure to the sometimes
offset set of "squiggles," you might call them, and there you have
your concepts! For concepts are all we use really, do we not? If you
ever found a language with no concept or ideal of society at large,
then I would strongly doubt that you have actually found a society
at all. The key to all hieroglyphic co-ordinances or understandings
(might be a better word) lies in the fact, that not all nuances, which
stand out as "secrets," are really standard equipment for illusion.
Do you not see? The illusionary process is simply a sub-standard of
no-nonsense as to exactly what you will allow yourself to see and
what not to see. It's a matter of hermeneutics.
Ah, well, dutifully, it has been a pleasure to meet with all of you
today, so until we meet again, I wonderfully bid the each of you a
grande adieu. Love, RUMAS, Sub-commander of the Starbird at
Nufus Four. Grande entry then, Seila. This has been a pleasure.
Out. (3:54 pm).
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